Subject: Firefighting Exercises

Please note that will be conducting firefighting exercises in the coming weeks, May 8, 15, 22 and 29 2019.

During these exercises, there will be intermittent black smoke emissions north of the refinery, between Boulevard Métropolitain and Henri-Bourassa. Local authorities have been advised.

These exercises are part of the on-going training of the personnel of the refinery.

Thank you for your understanding.

For information:
Alain Carmel
Eh&S Specialist, Emergency Management
Suncor, Montreal refinery de
Telephone : (514) 640-8000
Email : raffineriemontreal@suncor.com

Transmission

• Web site of Suncor : (https://www.suncor.com/about-us/refining/montreal-refinery)
• Web site of Association Industrielle de l'Est de Montréal AIEM (www.aiem.qc.ca)

“This notice stems from our social commitment as a member of the AIEM, and its aim is to inform members of the neighbouring community about any unusual events likely to have an impact outside our site.”